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Twinkle Twinkle
This block is made by making a 6” variable star inside a 12” variable star in 30s materials.
From white background material:
Cut: B - 1 - 7 ¼” square
E - 2 - 4 ¼” squares
A - 4 - 3 ½” squares
D - 4 - 2” squares
Fabric 2:
Cut: C - 4 - 3 ⅞” squares
Fabric 3:
Cut: G - 1 - 3 ½” square
Fabrics 4, 5, 6, and 7
Cut: F - 2 - 2 ⅜” squares of each fabric
1. Make the small flying geese units. Draw a diagonal line on your 2 ⅜” squares.
Place two of the same color in opposite corners of the E squares, right sides
together. Corners of small squares should overlap in the center. Sew ¼” from
the drawn line. Cut on drawn line. Open and press. See diagrams. Place
another color on top, right sides together and stitch ¼” from the drawn line. Cut
on drawn line. Open and press. Repeat with the other two colors. This will
give you eight flying geese, that measure 3 ½” x 2”, we will use 4.

2. Add a 2” background square to the ends of two matching flying geese. Press
towards the background squares. Sew the other two matching flying geese to
the sides of the G - 3 ½” square. Press towards the center square.
3. Add the flying geese units with squares to the center unit. Press towards the
center square.
4. Assemble outside star points using fabrics 1B - 7 ¼” square and the 4C - 3 ⅞”
squares. Sew your 4A - 3 ½” squares to the ends of two of the flying geese units.
Press towards the A background squares. Sew the other two flying geese units
to the sides of the small star and press towards the large star points. Add the
other two flying geese units with background squares attached to the other sides
of the small star and press towards the large star points. The unfinished block
should measure 12 ½”.
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Make flying geese units using Large
Squares cut on
the sotid lines and Smail Squire.-"ut oii
n" dashed
lines. Solid and Dashed lines with the same
letter and
number designation work together. Use
Uottr tines.
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Cutting Example: Finished size 2,,x 4,,
Find BOTH lines marked: "F 2 x 4,,
Materials: Use 1 large
sqllare and 4 small squares.
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1 Large Square
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4 Small Squares

Note: Draw a diagonal line on each small

square on wrong side of fabric.

Place 2 small squares on top of
large square, right sides together.
Match cornens where shown.
Comers of small squares should
overlap at center.

Stitch 1/4" from
drawn line on each
side of line. Cut on
drawn line.
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Stitch

Open and press to make fuo
of the units shown below.

Stitch 1/4" from drawn line
on each side of line.

Place small square on top,
right sides together.. Match
corners where shown.

Cut on drawn line. Open
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and press. Makes 4 units,
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